St u-A Backs
Okt ober fest
Lofg ren Concert
Costs $4, 000
by J ames H . Thrall
Stu-A will contribute $100 for an all-campus "Oktoberfest " party to be held Friday, October 21. The vote to
support the IFC-sponsored party came at Stu-A's October
14 meeting. Contributions from fraternities will make up
the remaining $400 cost of the party which will start.Friday afternoon on Frat Row. Beer will be dispensed fr ee of
charge but ID's will be checked.
A Tuesday Dean 's meeting later approved the plans
fo r Friday 's Oktoberfest , with a few restrictions. A spokesperson for the Dean 's office stated that no outside drinking
may take place , and drinking may not start before 4:30 PM.
M onitors will be used to insure that no drinking is done outside and to check for Colby ID's. In addition , an alternative
beverage must be provided and the Maine fire laws must be
up held.
A less than expected turn-out for the N ils Lofgren
concert last Saturday cost Stu-A Social Life Committee
$4000 , half of their budget for this semester. The concert,
by all reports, was smoothly run.and successful for the
approximately 800 people who did attend, represented
die first major outlay in Social Life's policy to bring bigname groups to campus.

Executive Chairperson Ron Graham and Pub lic Information Chairperson J erry Crouter
Photos by Geoff Parker
Sid Mohel also announced the appointment of
Committee Chairperson Sid Mohel summarized a major Constitutional Amendment which will com e before StuPamela Poindexter to the Athletic Committee. Pamela's
A next week. The proposal, which was formulated by a
term of offi ce will run until Decmber 31 of this year. Sid
subcommittee headed by Mar k Gorm an , calls for the formalso reminded the applications are being accepted until Oct
ation of a representative advisory body to be headed by the
ober 23 for committee positions for next year's January to
Public Information Chairperson.
January terms of office.
Seven students including one ECHO reporter and sevThe proposal, which will need approval by referenda
eral Stu-A Board members will attend the faculty meeting
in addition to Stu-A approval, will allow for at least one mem
(on Wednesday, October 19) at which the EPC proposal
ber per dormitory or fraternity house. The body, which is
that
allows prerequisites to required language courses may
strictly advisory in nature, will have the power to make mobe taken pass/fail will be discussed. A letter stating Stu-A
tions at Stu-A meetings through th e Public Information Chair
support of the proposal will be circulated among faculty
person.
continued on page three

Women s Studies
P rop osed

by Lea J ac kson
A group of concerned women faculty members invited several of their colleagues, along with representatives from the Dean's Office and the library, to a meeting
to discuss the Women 's Study Program at Colby. Presently
the program includes a few courses in the American
Studies, Sociology and English dep artments concerning
women and their role in society. The committee hopes
to extend the program to other departments in order to
broaden the curriculum that will deal with all aspects of
women's changing status within society. Relationships
between men and women, and the economic results of
women in the labor force are a few of the topics that
the committee wants to explore further. Student response
to the existing courses has been positive, and a need for
additional courses'has been expressed.
The group was led by Ms. Phyllis Mannochi, Ms.
Susan Kenney , And Ms. Pat Onion. The discussion
centered around courses that have been taught, are presently being offered, or that will be offered in the future.
Sog'fjesttons were offered as to the possibilities of courses
being offered by the History and Language departments.
Another, recommendation was to hold a Woman 's Week
con tinned on page three
Day at the Coast - Ph»t» hv Gooff Parker
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Bowdoin Names
New President
by Sue Erb

At a special meeting of the Eoverninfl Boa rds. October
1, Dr. Willard F. Enteman , Provost of Union College was
elected President of Bowdoin College. He will become the
College's eleventh President next June 30, when Dr. Roger
Howell steps down, After ten years in office, D r. Howell
plans to resume a career in teaching and research.
Nine months ago, the Governing Boards chartered a
Presidential Nominating Committee to select a successor
to Dr. Howell. The committee reviewed some 300 resumes,
William C. Pierce, chairman of the 10-member committee,
commented that the decision for Enteman was a unanimous one.
Dr. Enteman is a graduate of Williams Coll ege. He
earned an M.B.A. from Harvard University in 1941 and*a
Ph.D. in Philosophy from .Boston University in 1965. At
Harvard , his major areas of concentration were general Administration , Finance and Control.
Dr. Enteman hopes to continue the college tradition
of administrators who are also teachers and scholars. His
current range of studies include the philosophy of economics, important figures in the history of economic philosophy, preferential recruitment and preferential Turing.
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All letters must be signed and submitted by
Monday evening. Names will be withheld upon request.

Stu-A 1977: Mid- Term Exam
Since mich-term exams seem to be foremost on everyone 's mind , it is appropriate to give an exam to the
Student Association as well. The present Stu-A Board is now mid-way throu gh its term of office; their mid-semeste r
grades are .read y.
Committee Chairperson Sid Mohel , after an uneven start , has been doing generall y a very fine job. He has
been a hard worker and been exceptionall y well-organized and his perserverance and dedication give him excellent grades.
Public information Chair person J erry Crouter has also done very well. His-job is a very difficult one, and
many PIC' s have failed in years past. . He has given a rare enthusiasm and professionalism to an often-thankless position.
Social Life Chairperson Pierce Arche r has been another hard worker; he has given the job his very best. He
cannot be faulted for the high cost of the Lofgren concert; the gamble was one well worth taking. He cannot be criticized
for try ing to bring big-name entertainment to Colby.
Treasurer Mike Slavin has developed some intri guing ideas in reorganizing the budget process. Allocating
funds on a semester basis seems to> be a wise move, as does the increased flexibility built into the process and tie tighter
re cordk eeping. Slavin has not been without his faults , however. He has been somewhat delinquent in officially informing die individual organizations of their allocations.
Cultural Life Chairperson Lee Roberts has quietly been doing a most effective job. He has shown a great
deal of imagination in scheduling events and in his organizational work , but his voice could probabl y be heard more often
at Stu-A meetings.
Academic life Chairperson Mike Scott has been another hard worker. He is in the center of a very difficult
situation concerning the reevaluation of the graduation requirements , and he seems to be handlin g it well.
Executive Chairperson Ron Graham has been still another dedicated and industrious worker. He has often
worked too hard; Stu-A could best be served if he limited his objectives and concentrated in a few key areas rather than
i£scvera L He could work in conjunction with the other board members , for example , in developing a Studen t Association position on degree requirements. A clear presentation of a few key issues can be of more use than a spread -toothin Stu-A Board.
Over all, the Board has been a group of amazingly hard workers. They have been broug ht together hy the
Executive Chairperson and need only a little more dire ction to have a highly successful term.

Bakke Pa rt 2: The Case For P ref erence
In th e case of Bakke vs. the Universi ty of California , simple social jus tice should compel the court to block the
claims of Bakke. Colleges and universities must be encouraged to design the social inventions that will help Blacks achieve
intellectual and professional development.
A decision in Ba kke 's favor would be devastating for the Black effort to gain equality of opportunity. In
effect it would tie the hands of universities that have only recently become engaged in the march against discrimination.
These affirmitiv e action programs must remain top priority.
The civil rights movements that have been striving for equality in America cannot withstand a pro-Bakke
ruling. If race considera tions in quota systems are deemed unconstitutional , then institutions will lose the effective means
to remedy the effects of past discriminatory actions.
The obligation of the institution is to society. Admission processes are now filled with special categories for
admission. These changes have been necessary ones because a simple preservation of the status quo would have been a
dismal failure.
Public action during the late 60*s and early 70*s, in the form of desegregat ion, was thought to insur e the repre sentation of every aspect of American life to every American . These efforts wer e good ones. Vet, at the tim e when they
were mad , the average American could not comprehend the long ra nge imp lications. They did not realize that no effo rts
could have been made wi t hou t, at some time, inconveniencing some citizens of the majority group. If we are now going
to take a step backwards , and advocate "racial neu tra lity," then we really haven 't accomplished a diing.
The appearan ce of spokespersons for this neutrality will block any chance the Black has for advancement.
We can no longer avoid deferri ng the "inconvenience cost s" of racial integration. The case for preference is a solid one ,
and one which must be uphe ld.

For the last few years there has been some doubt in the Post Office abou t the Colby ECHO' S second-class mail
ing status. This year that status was revoked , resulting in a nearly 1000% rise in our mailing costs to parents, alumni , the
Board of Trus tees, and others. The problem , it seems, is not that we do not qualif y for the lower rate , bu t rather that we
have not demonstrated th at we quali fy. The issue in question concerns subscription payments. As it stands , the ECHO is
funded t hroug h the Student Associat ion from their budget derive d from the general fee that each student pays along with
tuitio n, room and boar d. This is u» acceptable prac tice under postal guidelines for second-class mailings. The problem
arises in produ cing evidence that each student has in his way "paid " for his subscrip tion to the ECHO.
In order to regain our second-class status , the Post Office has asked us to give evidence of "individual payment. " Toward this end , early next week there will be volunteers outside each dining hall collecting signatures on petitions. These signatures will serve only to dem onstrat e to the Post Office that each student is aware of Stu-A in funding
the ECHO

1

Study Break Area

To the Colby Student Body:
The Spa is moving down to Roberts next
semester as part of the overall plan for the new
Student Union. With the absence of the Spa from
the librar y some think that a replacement of some
sort will be needed to allow the, students to go someplace for a study-bre ak . Without such a faculty it
is thought that the quiet study areas might become
unreasonably noisy. While others think the walk
down to Roberts won't be a bother at all. Do you ?
Maybe you would like to see it used for more study
space.
If you have a particular point of view about
this , please send it to the Stu-A office (via the intercampus mail) .
Ron Graham
Executive Chairperson

Proficiency Test Policy

To the Editor :
In last week's issue of the Colby ECHO , I read an
article concerning the Physical Education Depar tment 's new
policy pertai ning to proficiency tests . At the conclusion of
the article , Dean Jenson was mentioned as to still have a final say in the matter (of not allowing proficiency tests to
Continued on next p age
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LETTER SContinued fr omprevious p- age
be taken in lieu oi gym classes). If I could take a small portion of your time, I would like to offer some additional input on the matter.
Let me begin by saying that the Student Association's
Athletic Committee had absolutely no input on the matter .
I know this fact because I am a member on that committee ,
and there was no notice of any meetings circulated (at least
not to myself). The ECHO stated that the new policy was
decided upon in the spring of last year, therefore, the student members of the committee would have been on campus. I realize that a given committee's final recommendation is not necessarily policy (as was discovered last year
with the pass/fail issue), however, student input can, and
often times is, very useful on matters up for consideration.
According to the ECHO'S report , Mrs. Either, the
Physical Education Director, said that the reason for dropping the proficiency test -was that students who pass them ,
fail t o b e physically active. I am afraid tbit I will have to
disagree with Mrs. Either on this point. It is my contention
that if a student is so well endowed in a sport to pass a proficiency test, he -will in fact continue to be active in that
sport while here at Colby after passing the test. The degree
of excellence required to pass the test has been set at the
equivalent of the varsity level. A given individual must continue to participate in a sport to maintain this level, if he is
to pass. The persistence required would have to be a result
of some enjoyment, which would , in my opinion , be continued , even after passing a proficiency test.
Mrs. Either was also noted as saying that "gym classes
are the only form of activity for many students" here. In
certain regards, I would have to agree with her here. That

• Women's Study

continued fro m page one
which would include films, poetry readings and lectures.
Janice Seitzinger suggested the revival of the informal
"Sunday Seminars" that were formerly held in the fraternities where men and women would discuss these issues.
Nearly all of those present agreed to serve on a com'
mittee that will further look into broadening the Women's
.-.. 'dy Program. Those serving for the American Studies
major include C. Bassett, P. Brancaccio, J. Johnson and
P. Haley. C. Hauss is representing the History and G overn
ment department, while A. Rsymcn and S, Rose will
represent the Sociology department. Others serving are
J. Sweeney, S. Kenney and P. Onion from the English
department. In addition , M. Kirkpatrick, L. Maisel, P.
Mannochi , J. Seitinger, F. Seaman, P. Chasse.Jr., M.
Teitelbaum , E . Todrank , D. Hoeflc, J. Powell, and
K. Ledbetter have agreed to help coordinate an ongoing
^
Women's Study Program. The Committee stresses
the expansion of the program into a regular curriculum
but does not plan to create an additional major.
Ms. Mannochi , spokesperson for the group, was
optimistic about the results of the meeting. She felt that
enthusiasm among the faculty was strong enough to produce an organized, informative curriculum , that would
examine the changing roles of women, and the resulting
effects on society . Ms. Mannochi added that the meeting
has been videotaped ns the first document for the archives
of the Women 's Studies at Colby .
The newly-organized Women 's Group strongly supports these efforts to answer the need of the students,
both male and female, to examine the effects of the changing roles of women in society. A file of possible ideas
will be kept in the Women 's group office on the third
floor of Roberts Union. The committee has received many
suggestions for improving the program, and expects the
interest to grow once people are made aware of its existence.

is, if "many students" are those that cannot pass the proficiency test. It is a fact that gym classestare the only activity of some students of Colby , but I don't think that any of
these students could pass a proficiency test here. Many peo
pie who can pass a proficiency test in a sport, do in fact
take other gym classes too, more than fulfilling the physic
cal education requirement. I think that the reason for the
continuance can be attributed to the great variety of gym
classes available to the student body.
It is my belief that the proficiency test does not take
anything away from the physical benefits of the College or
the student body . Please keep my proposals in mind when
you deliberate the proposal set forth by the Physical Education Department , Dean Jenson, and thank you for your
consideration on the matter.
Michael Childers '80
Athletic Committee Member

Apply For Funds
To the Editor :
With the many working committees at Colby
College it is no wonder that a few are unnoticed by the
student body. Varied interests direct our attention to
other areas and for some the mere mention of the word
"committee" sends them reeling about bureaucracy and
red tape. The reasons for one's lack of interest are not
important here. The fact still remains that many students
are unaware of all that is available at Colby for their use.
One such committee that has had little exposure
is The Committee to Fund Student's Special Projects.
This group meets when necessary to allocate funds (up
to $500) tb help defray costs concerning a student's
independent proje ct. Some Senior Scholars have taken

advantage of this fund but it must be emphasized that
all students are eligible to apply.
If any student is contemplating an independent
proje ct which may be hampered.by.finances, they should
not give up until they have applied for aid. To do this
one must get a faculty sponsor, write up the ride and
objective of his or her project and give a detailed breakdown of its finances. Once this Is' doneit sh.ould.be
left -with Dean Paul Jenson's office. The committee will
review the application and allocate the funds if in its
opinion the project is worthwhile.
National Foundations also channel their
literature through this committee. One "such foundation
is Youth Grants ia the Humanities. It is a national
program that awards grants to young people for indep endent projects in all of the.humanities. This program
grants up to $2500 for in dependent proje cts in the
humanities.
If financial hang ups are preventing you from
reaching a goal through an independent proj ect, take
advantage of these two funding programs-The Commit
tee to Fund Students' Special Projects and Youth
Grants in the Humanities. For more information
contact Dean Jensen's office or me.
Ed Smith

Student Member
Students' Special Projects Committee

Letters continued on page three

• Stu-A
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members.
Stu-A also voted to rescind privilege that had given
members of the executive board free entrance to any StuA sponsored event.
Next week's meeting will be held at 9s00 in Mary Low
Lounge.

• Bowdoin

continued fro m page bne
Previous to his position as Prov ost at Union College,
Dr, Enteman was an Associate Professor of Philosophy and
Chairman of the Philosophy department at Union. Since
1974, he has been a consultant for the Exxon Education
Foundation . He served as a lecturer at a Columbia Univsity's Management and Planning Institute for Higher Educa
tion. Also in 1974-, Dr. Enteman served as a lecturer at the
University of Massachusetts on Management Systems for
Small Colleges.

Fire Hits KDR

Last Fnday , October 14, at 2:30 in the afternoon ,
Colby experienced its second fire of the week. The fire
was reported on the third floor KDR by Chris Piatt in
Warrincr. The Waterville Fire Department responded
quickly i however, the fire was extinguished by five alert
residents of the house. The fire caused more damage
than the recent fire at Foss Hall , and the potential existed
for a major catastrophe. Chief La Croix of the Waterville
Fire Department indicated the probabl e cause of the
fi .te was a short circuit in the vanity-bureau. The vanity
was destroyed.
Once again all the extinguishers were full, and the
dorm staff performed admirably.

The 4 36 freshmen entering Colby this fall were
selected from ^3,209 applicants, a seven percent increase
over last year, according to Harry R. Carroll, dean of
admissions,
Colby's class of 1981 has 234 men and 202 women.
Seventy per cent (70%) are graduates of public high
schools and 30 per cent are products of private schools.
A majority are residents of New England , with 19 per
cent of the total from Maine, noted Dean Carroll.
The Mid-Atlantic states are represented by 67 students
15 freshm en are from the North-Central port of the
country i 10 from the North west or Wcstj 10 from foreign
countries ; and seven from the South.
Nearly $400,000 in gift scholarship assistance is
being awarded on the basis of need to approxim ately L30.
It is the largest amount ever offered to an entering class,
states Sidn ey W. Farr, director of financial aid and
career counseling.

LET TE RS
Continued from page three
Another Space-Time Warp
To the Editor:
We were all disappointed to learn that Robert's Union
Was. unready upon our return to Colby in September. I
have a proposal which may alleviate the dissapointmnet.
The Colby-Marston Bog (which all students of Bio
271 are familar with) has a fair supply of pitcher plant
inhabitant. This insectivorous plant has the rare ability
like spiders, toads, and fly paper, to capture insects for
food. n ow many people have thought about how it
works?
Think of the air space above the bog. It is full of
aimlessly flying insects, like so many gaseous molecules
in random dispersion and flight . If a room were filled
with the scent of perfume, and you placed an empty bottle in it (on a table), would you be surprised if the bottle
filled up with perfume? Or if the randomly concentrated
molecules made a bee-line for the bottle and filled itl Of
course you would , for that observation would constitute
a reversal in the course of time. Molecules don 't fill
bottles spontaneously -they escape from it. Insects,
however, do fill p itcher plants.
There is a rather lose hypothesis in the literature
which asserts that insects are "attracted to" the pitcher
plant by an "attractive scent." This begs the question.
I have always maintained that this aspect of the plant
coincidentally follows from the true mechanism.
Actually, the pitcher plant sets up an operative
time reversal, bending time-space in much the same
way as a celestial body bends Einsteinian space-time

("gravity"). Insects fall into this warped area, describing the time funnel of which I speak. I challenge
any plant biologists to. prove to me that insects are attracted to the smell of themselvesbeing digested. (Dr
JFoIwes?)
My proposal:
1) pot and transfer two score pitcher plants to the
Roberts Union dining hall and hang them in the ugly
red archer.
2)Connect them in series, from bulb to bulb, with
titanium wire (for technical data , please write to Nicholas
A. Jans, Allen St. no.4, Berwick , Maine.)
3)Before long, the building will be permeated
with an anomalous time pattern.
4)By Thanksgiving, we'll have been using the completed Robot's Union since last September 13.
If my suggestion is followed, the w orkmen at
Roberts may become confused , wondering (by Thanisgiving) how it can be* that they are still working on
Robert s Union's completion. That's alright — as long as
we pay them they'll stay . It's our student union — I
urge every one to write to Mr. Palmer (plant engineer)
in support of my program.
Peter Torres '78
Review of Solzhenitsvn
To the Editor-The winner.of the N obel Prize f or Literat ure , 1974 ,
very much deserves a reputation. The Gulag Archipelago
is in itself , an amazingly distinguished work. It tells how
hundreds of prisoners of the Soviets did, felt, acted,
opined, suffered, thought, did not think.
Solzhenitsyn burned with care, caution, thoughtfulness, characters telling what he told in the A rchipelago.
I do myself tell why it is not one of the greatest
books ever, ever to come along out of the pangs of undeserved suffering by tens of millions in Russia.

Solzhenitsyn was so very utterly anti-Soviet. He
explained just about nothing of why the Soviet czars
"did what they, did in envy of great Caesar." He takes
a very one-sided point of view. He shows very vividly
how the capacity for cruelty can work out on ''Soviet
guise" or "Soviet dress." But he is writing a mere polemic.
I am not certain at all that he has quite achieved a J ungle
by Sinclair, or a Grapes of Wrath by Steinbeck or a
Brothers Karainazpvor a Crime and Punishment. I find
his Archipelago moving, dramatic, magisterial, penetrating.
pervasive to my msides. And yet , and yet it does disappoint me. It is terribly polemical; terribly anti-Soviet
in its lu cid , gif t ed , remarkable, superior Way . It is far
more imp ortant tha n The Other America. It is far , far
better than Wealth Against Commonwealth. And yet it
disappoints.
I wander into the matter of how it disappoints. I
believe that I want some A merican(s) to write a Grapes
of Wrath. I want some Russian(s) to do so. With the
wrathful certainty and the non-nationalistic twists of
the Archipelago. "Man's inhumanity to man" very much
transcends the Soviets or their fellow-travelling Nazis.
We need a Swedenborg, a Kant , a L u ther , and a Steinbeck at our very beck and call. Right soon. Right away .
Within the folds of the next few year . As an Einstein
of "E equals Mc Squ are" born from the earlier shadows
of Ulm Cathedral, which shadows haunted Einstein for
the best of a lifetim e.
I was rocked and delighted and terribly admiring as
I read page after page after page of the published English
translation of Alexander Solzhenitsyn 's The Gulag Archipelago , Yet, most of us want a Grapes of Wrath , and
that soon. For, in a way , tomorrow is already here. We
have our beloyed Solzhenitsyn, but must immediately
have our Dostoievsky-Pushkin again.
Prof. Dayid Bridgman
History

CEC Focus:
Newspap er Recycling
With help by Dean Smith and President Strider, the
Colby Environmental Council recently bought 20 sheetmetal boxes for use in recycling newspapers. They are now
distributed throughout the campus. The plan of use for
them is as follows:
1) Students put their newspapers in the boxes.
2) CEC members or helpers in each dorm bundle
the papers with twine when the boxes are full.
3) Every 2 or 3 weeks, B&G gives us a truck and
driver, and we pick up the bundled papers for
storage in a B&G garage.
4) Then every month we take the papers to Keyes
Fibre Co. They recycle them and pay us about
$25/ton.
The economic benefits of this program are really
substantial. We save the college about $1000 in disposal
coats, plus earn money to bring in speakers ( John Cole is
coming soon) and sponsor events. Also, we won't have to
see those unsightly stacks of paper added to the Waterville
dump.
Recently, the CEC held the first pickup with about
10 enthusiastic helpers; A ton and V4 of paper was collected in an hou r or so of work. Besidesnewspapers, we'll also
collect computer printouts and notebook paper.
The next pickup will be near the end of this month.
If you're interested ia helping, coll Ross Woldoff (ext. 371)
or come to a CEC meeting. And please keep putting your
paper*in the boxes • it helps us all I
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News Bri efs .

Kirali s Takes Over
by jane Eklun d

Colby has a new Assistant to the Dean of Faculty :
Elizabeth Kiralis, who took over after the death of
Doris Downing this summer.
Mrs. Kiralis graduated from St. Lawrence College
in Canton , New York, and has a master's degree from the
University of Maine at Orono.
She has been with Colby for eleven years. In 1966,
she was the Administrative Secretary of the summer schoo
in languages. When that program terminated, she became
Director of the College Calendar. For the past three
years she was Assistant to the Dean of Students.
As Assistant to the Dean of FaculryyMrs. Kiralis
is Director of Jan Plan, coordinator of study abroad ,
exchange programs, and field experience.
She said she enjoys her new job, and that it's
very different from her last job in that she has m o>re
set duties now. She added that she liked working for
Dean Smith , and she described him as a "great guy."
Mrs. Kiralis said the only real problem she's, come
across so far is that "there's too much to be done and not
enough time to do it in." She added she has run into a
few difficulties because there is sometimes no one who
can answer her questions. She said , for example, she has
had some trouble figuring out the filing system.
She said she is not planning any major changes in
the near future, because she is still learning and is busy
keeping up with the work she has. "I liked the way
Mrs. Downing was doing things."
According to Mrs. Kiralis, Jan Plan preparations
are going well. She said she has heard a lot of interesting
and diverse ideas for independen t projects . "You can do
anything in the world ," she said , but added later, "it has
to sound like it's not goofing off."
The January Program Committee , of which Mrs.
Kiralis is a member, started considering projects outside
of the major on Tuesday. Students are admitted into
group plans on a first come , first served basis.
Mrs. Kiralis is a native of Illinois, but she said "I
love Maine. I wouldn 't go back to I llinois for anyth ing."
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African Money

On Monday , Oct. 24 , there will be two screenings
of The Last Resort, the film documentary depicting
the anti-nuclear struggle in Seabrook, N.H. The film,
with its environmental perspective, analizes the social
and political reactions to the proposed seacoast
nuclear power plant. It oscillates marvelously between
the overall national energy picture and the peculiarities
of the S eabrook situation. It accom plishes this by
including statements from Presidents Nixon and Ford,
interviews with candidate Jimmy Carter and N.H.
governor Meldrim Thompson juxtaposed with comment
ary from Seacoast residents representing bom sides
of the issue.
The film traces the civil disobedience campaign
at Seabrook from its inception in August 1976 through
the mass arrests of May, 1977. The producers of
The Last Resort make little attempt to disguise
their own anti-nuclear sentiment. What results is
a film ' anti-nuclear manifesto. It is an essential
film for those wishing to understand the 'no nukes'
movement in general, the problems of the Seabrook
site specifically, and the possible avenues available
to citizens in their struggle for a decent environment.
The sixty minute film will be shown in Lovejoy
Auditorium at 7:30 and 9:00 'pm. A donation of
fifty cents will be requested.
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A suggestion box for students input to the Board of
Trustees has "been placed in the Kbrary outside the Spa.
This is to enable Student Representatives Chris Noonan
and Dan Hoefle to be aware of student opinion on issues
facing the Board.
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WE CARRY TH E FINEST LINES IN MAINE
HI

On Friday, October 28, PDT is sponsonng a benefitdance for the Hilltop School, (Waterville) to be held in the
Dana Dining Hall. There will be a band and a light show.
The affair -will be open to the students of Colby and will
be semi-formal, B.Y.O.B. (mixers provided). A donation
of $4.50/cou ple or $2.75/person is being asked to help
defray the cost of the band and to raise money for the
H illtop School.

Seabrook Film
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Sales,
Discoun ls, Dcj iIs, Etc. mem nothin g!
AH our systems arc competitively priced.
Stop in and hear what your bud get
can buy.

PDT Benefit

An expert on pre-colonial African money will
lecture on that topic Wednesday, Oct. 26.
Marion Johnson , economics historian with
the Center of West African Studies at the University of Birmingham , England, will speak at 8 pm.
in room 215 of the Lovej oy Building.
Her presentation is part of a nationwide tou r
that includes Yale, Northwestern, the University
oi Pennsylvania, and UCLA.
Mrs. Johnson is a gradu ate of Oxford University
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Poetr y Readin g
by Brigitte Raq uet

Nikki Giovanni , who has been called the Princess of
$jack Poetry, _wiii be givinga poetry reading at Given Auditorium Thursda y night at 8 p.m. Hi ghly acclaimed for her
books of fiction and p oetry along with her two albums,
Miss Giovanni will be appearing in cooperation with the
American Pr ogram Bureau.

Poet Nikki Giovanni

One of our most talented contemporary writers , Miss
Giov anni w as born in Knox yitl e, Tennessee and was raised
in Cincinnati. 'Whil e attending Fisk University during the
sixties, she became involved in political activity and the emerging black consciousness. In 1967, she published her
firs t book of poet ry , Black Feeling, Black Talk, with the
aid of a Ford Foundation grant. Since then , she has wri tten several books , including her sensitive autob iograph y,
Gemini , which deals with her first twenty-five years. Gemini received the National Book Award in 1973.
Miss Giovanni has received numerous other honors ,
awards, and gran ts. Among them are the National Founda tion of the Arts Grant to attend Columbia School of Fine
Arts in 1968, and an Honorary Doctor of Humanities from
Wilberforce University, Black America 's oldest institution
of higher learning, in 1972. The complete list of her honors
is truly impressive an'd , more impor tantly, they are all well
deserved.
Although many of her early poems are clearly militant , they also express a universal compassion. Her works
express a warm th , wisdom , and heigh tened perception of
the black experience. These elements, coupled with a subtle humor, give her writing a sense of timeless universality.
Miss Giovanni is presen tly expanding her awareness
of black music by study ing the ragtime of Scott J oplin.
She hopes to incorporate them into a new album. She also,
of course, continues to -write.
"Encore " editor Ida Lewis says in the introduction to
Miss Giovanni 's book My House. "Reading Nikki Giovanni
is an intoxicating experience. It is certainly by no means an
act of escape. Her work excites all of one's nerves." One
can not help bu t anticipate t onight 's event when Miss Giovanni will share her vibran t talen t with us

theatre
"Bits and Pieces "
Reviewed
by K. Dunkle
Colby 's actor -in-residence , Will Hussung gave a delightful presentation on Friday , October 14 called "Bits
and Pieces. " This collection of readings allowed an impressive view of the wide range of Hussung 's ability as an accomplished actor. He has draw n material from varied sources
rang ing from the philosop hical to the absurd , the classic to
the unexpected.
The program began with a selection called The Harm fulness of Tobacco by Anton Chekov. Ostensibly an admonishing scientific dissertation , this is actuall y a lecture
given by a henpecked husband who pours out his marital
woes to an amused audience in the absence of his wife.
Two dramatic poems followed : As Leaden as the Aftermath of Wine by Alexander Pus hkin and City Sidewalk
Runner by Carleen Dutton.
From Inherit the Wind, in which Drumm ond speaks
to his friend , we heard a childhood anecdote about glitt er
and gold (with purp le spots), or, rather , about appearances
versus reality.

The next reading was A tomically Speaking by James
J ennings. It deals with an elderl y man who has started a
new life for himself and has adopted a new philosop hy,
along with it. One cannot help but wonder if this selection
has some personal significance for Mr. Hussung who began
his acting career at the age of forty when many actors are
already past their prime.
Two sermons by J ames Weldon J oh nson followed: •
The Creatio n and Go Down Death-A Funeral Sermon.
The next was a selection called Double Beds from "I
Can 't Hear You When the Water 's Running " by Robert Anderson. In this humorous p iece he extols the rela tive vir tues of the double bed , or " the old sixty-four. "
Next came three poems by Hermann Hesse : The
First Flowers, To a Chinese Girl Singing and Without You.
The last reading was Dr. Kheal by Marie I. Fornes.
This portrayal of an eccentric professor left the audience
hysterical , bewildered , and occasionall y even shocke d as he
cavorted about the stage bent on convincing his students
that "man is a rational animal. "
The materi al had , for the most part , the ring of heart
felt philosophy due to both the talent of its reader and its
very nature. For this reason , it was somewhat distracting
and even frustrating to hear it being read rather than per formed. This presentation was, however , a readin g, and as
such it forced the listener to bear throu gh the sheets of "
paper and downward glances.
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Uzan Troup e
Bri lliant
by Laura Littlefiel d
Sart re's Huts Clos was presented by th e Compagnie
Bernard Uzan on Sunday, October 16 in Colby 's St rider
Theatre. Many enthusiastic French students , eager t o

Ac t or Will Hussung

and eventual murder . They are all placed in a single room
for eternity which becomes their own inescapabl e Hell.
Bach charac ter becomes simultaneousl y the torturer and
the tortured.
The Uzan Troupe performed brillian t ly and it is
hoped that the French Club and the Department of
Modern Foreign Languages will sponsor ano ther such
troupe in the near future.

In much of his performance , Hussung took the fact
that he is older and used it t o his advantage, playin g up all
the typical stereotyped figures. He can portray the wise
philosopher , the doddering and senile old man, the grandfa t her who gives us gen tle advice , or even the raving eccent ric , par ts which would not be as effective played by a
you nger man. Again, his marvelous versa tility was explored
through the varie ty of the selections.
If you att ended "Bit s and Pieces ," you would agree
th at we axe truly fortunate to have an actor-in-rcsidence of
Mr. Hussu ng 's caliber. Cer tainly , in view of this perform "
ance, we can look forward to more superlative acting from
"Will Hussung durin g his stay at Colby.

view Sartre 's existen tial work on the stage, filled the
auditorium. Even the theatre 's namesake , Presiden t
Rober t E. L. Strider attended , treating his wife to an
evening of fine French dr ama.
Spoken entirely in French , th« play revolved
ar ound the exploits of three protagonists! Garcin , a .
coward responsible for his wife 's death; Estelle , a nymphomaniac who caused the death of her daug hter and husband s
and Ines, a lesbian who goaded her friend towards suicide

pho to hy Geoff Parker

announcing..
Pianist J ohn Tilbury will present a music seminar
on October 20, at 4:00 in Bixler 201. The top ic will be
"Sonatas by J ohn C age and O ther Works ". He will also
give a concert on Friday Nov. 21 in Given Auditorium
at 8:00. Both events are sponsored by Cultural Life.

On Sunday, October 23 , film direction will present
Fellini's Nights of Cqfori f in Lovejoy IOO. The film will
be shown at 8:0O and adm ission will be charged.

¦
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NICHOLSON FILM FESTIVA L
Nils and the Band

« rnusic

Admission $1 - All Night

photo by Geoff Parker

FRIDAY

Nils L of gren Rocks Colby
by Chr is Congdo n
Rock is a funny business, full of big names who
are here today, and here tommorrow , and here the
next day, rill you ju st wish they would go away.
Bastardizations of the genre exist everywhere. Money.based , heartless reunions do not revive the past,
th ey bury it forever and give it a bad name. Most of
what we see today in music owes nothing to the past
except an apology. To say that mu sic has become
subordinate to lasers and calculated precision is not
only a cliche but an understatement , and it 's important not to expect too much from the vast majority of what
we hear. It is, however , import ant not to give up, because
it would be a real shame to miss the real thing. Last night
Colby students had the ra re pleasure of seeing the real
thing. A man whom the music has chosen, a product of the
past and a promise for the future . Nils Lofgren is on the
Way up, someone who gets tighter each nigh t, who is true
to himsel f throu gh the music and throug h us.
Still truly at home in smalt clubs , Nils is master of
all he sees yet , at th e same time , not su re all the attention
of th e current tour is abou t him. No matter how many
tours there may be, he 's limit ed in a sense because he
can 't sell himself out. Everything at stake here is to be
gott en by b eing hims elf , or else not to be gotten at alK
Th at 's his freedom-, to be himself , and our freedom to believe.
Much of his performance appeal comes from having
one foot in his small-time past (where you lived for the
musi c or y ou didn 't live at all) and one foot in an unteste d
future. There is bound to be fri ction in that , but it's
heathly j a rush of discovery. Keit h Don 't Go . his mi ghty
p ersonalized " ode to the glimmer twin " opened the set ,
taking the show to the audience from the star t. Ro ck and
Roll Crook carried equal conviction and energy , lie sang
it as if the question had actually been raised , and played as
if the music was his vindicating witness. This is a song
that I would like to see someone discover. Can you imagine Peter Frampton or Steve Miller sing ing, " ... I'm
playin ' hard for all I took/I ain 't no rock and roll crook...? "
They 'd steal from themselves. It 's No t a Crime is a rock
jind roll license of teen-agery at any age. Extensive soloing
highlighted Code of The Road.

One of Lof gren s most brilliant musical accomplishments is his version of Carol King's classic Goin ' Back.
In concert , he plays piano in it with disturbin g talent and
taste. Granted this is a great song in and of itself , but Lofgren and his music go ri ght to the heart of youth , and his
working of this piece, with the conviction tha t the music
can take us all back , goes beyond a song or a performer.
My only complaint is that the pian o was not mixed loudly
enough. Occasionall y, brother Tommy 's guitar muddied
the issue, detracting from Nils work.
Happ ily, a lot of the relativel y old songs were done ,
including Like Rain , Moon Tears, and many of the songs
already mentioned. He knows better then to treat them
like icons , and consequendy they have an urgen cy of their
own, not drawn from thei r past , but from their present.
A brief but climactic drum solo introduced the jubiliant /
Came to Dance. The lyrics themselves arc a celebration of
Lofgren 's philos op hy and escape from mass stardom; he
plays them for all they 're worth.
My manager kep t telhn me/
if I wanna be great
1 better wise up/
and sing my song strai ght
I said listen her e, fool
in order to survive
I gotta be my dirty self/
I won 't play no jive .
Back It Up was the encore ; a superb , unst opab le rock and
roll anthem.
A lot of things went into makin g the show the success it was. As a generalization , his show is bec oming a
finely tuned machine; full of movement , ligh t ing, and com
munication that were not present even a few m onths ago.
A lot of the credit should go to his band. It is literally
seamless , and shows a versa tility and individual creativity
tha t hel ps Lofgren open up at one rime and be his dirty
self the next.
It remains to be seen if Nils Lof gren will make it as a
big st ar , although he has , with out a doubt , et ched a place
in rock for himself that will live forever for many. But all
t ha t doesn 't really matter. Last ni ght 's show was music for
the moment , made real and lasting by one of today 's most
Inspired muscians , a man wh ose career comes from his
music , and that 's the real diing.

;

SATURDAY:

L100

Chir _town -6:30
Carnal Knowledge-8':45
Chinatown -10:30

camai Knowledge-6:30
Chinatown-8: J .5
Carnal Knowledge-10:30

Chinatown ; J ack Nicholson , Fay e Dunaway j Director ,
Roman Polanski
Carnal Knowledge ; J ack Nicholson . Anne Margaret , Art
Garfunkel , Candice Bergen ; Director : Mike Nichols

Nib Lofgren

pho to by Geoff Parker
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Thursday, October 20,1977

Seeley G. Mu dd Science Building
started 1976

The May flower Hill

THE NEW COLBY CAMPUS-The product of nearly 20 years of effort is shown above in an aerial photo of
complete for the minimum dormitory and classroom needs of
and now in use are the women's union an d gymnasium ,
(center foreground), women's dormitory for about 200 girls (to the right of the women 's union); Lorimer Memorial
Chapel (left center) ; beyond the chapel tower are two freshman men's dormitories which house abou t 110 students each and across the quadrangle in front of these dormitories is Miller Library (with the clock tower), and beyond the library to the right is Roberts Union. At the far right background is the men 's fieldhouse-gymnasium.
The building under construction in front of the library is the Keyes chemistry and physics class and laboratory
building , the shell of which has been completed since this photo was taken. Colby 's Mayflower Hill Development Fund which is now underway seeks $1,750,000 to construct a second women 's dormitory to match the one
shown here, two men's dormitories on the perimeter of the quadrang le behind Miller Library, eight fraternity houses
in the area between the library and Roberts Union , completion of the Keyes building and the construction of a
classroom laboratory building for biology and geology to the right of the Keyes building. Attainment of the goal
¦will enable Colby to entirel y abandon its old downtown campus and unify all its activities on this new site.
Colb y's -Mayflower Hill campus now about 60 percent
Colby 's 1,000 students. Buildings shown in the photo

-Press Release of June 1948
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Garrison-Foste r Health Cente r
st ar ted 1975 , op ened 1976
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BETWEEN 1948 AND 1974, construction on Mayflower H ill was nearly an every day fact of life. Sixteen
construction projects were started and completed during these years bringing to twenty-seven the number of
buildings on campus.
Started
Opened
Opened
*•
Started
DU
1949
1951
1937
1947
Lorimer Chapel
ZP
1949
1951
1947
1937
Roberts Union
PDP
1949
1951
1947*
1938
Miller Library
PDT
1949
.. 1938
1952
1943
Runnals Union
1946
Foss/Woodman
1952
1940
E/W Dorms (Quad)
LCA
1957
1957
1942
1941
Mary Low/Louise Coburn
1950
Lovejoy
1958
1959
1947
Keyes
Dueler
1959
1947
1951
195*
Life Sciences ,
Eiwtis
1959
1960
1947-8
1W*
Wadsworth Fieldhouse
Dana
'
1963
1965
1947-8
1948
President's House
New Dorms (incl. KDR)
1966
1967
1948
1947-8
DKE House
Fieldhouse
Complex
1966
1967
1948
1947-8
ATO House
Bixler Addition
1973
1973
I Averill
1950
1949
1950
1949
I Johnson
,
"comp leted 1962
I

sp o r t s
Brainstorming
by Rus Lodi
In the old days, sports coverage was simple and basic.
The press and radio had their hands full in giving play by
play coverage to millions who could not attend games. History Professor Harold Raymond related that in the thirties
newspapers gave fuller coverage of the actual play; and that
these descriptions were accompanied by extensive stats and
cartoons depicting pivotal players in the contest. People
weren't concerned with Babe Ruth's occasional belly-aches
pf Grover Cleveland Alexander's bedraggled appearance on
the mound, partly because the media was limited to cover
ing people only on the playing field.

Did the line just have an off week?

Hamilton Slugs
Gridde rs
by Rus Lodi

Alexanderalways performed on the field
TV changed all that. The actual game was made accessible to everyone. Sports writers became less important
because tans mostoften knew the story before it came out
in print The radio announcing profession found itself with
an unidentical twin - the TV commentators and the an of
play by play took a back seat to plastic paraphrasers with
catchy names.
Since cameras took care of much of the actual narration, the media, not inclined to laying people off, had to
find occupation for its sports writers. And they did. Suddenly, in the sixties, the press looked not into the cracks of
a defense, but rather into the cracks of people's lives. They
became preoccupied with off-the-field activities, whether it
concerned salaries, alpaca sweaters, or sex lives. A prime ex
ample happened the other night "when Reggie Jackson was
allowed to espouse on his life in New York City. To me,
this is not only boring, but it is also distracting from tlie
true value of sports. Jackson and company should be respected f or thelr talents,pot for their s/'lver El Doradoes or
their sexual prowess, or their six figure salaries. To elevate
these material qualities to the category of sports n ews is,
1think, a choice of the media rather than of the fan . The
public is not really interested in this but, fortunately, they
have memories of sports "when the grass was green" and
can ignore, if they choose, the side issues. My only fear is
that in the future, will the impressionable child aspire to
selling "Joe Namath Popcorn poppers" or will he just turn
away from sports altogether?

Indoor Track: Team meeting, Wed,, Oct. 26, at

7:00 PM in Phys. Ed, Classroom.

Men 's Skiing: Team meeting, Wed., Oct. 26, at
7i30 PM in Phys. Ed. Classroom.

Scoring three touchdowns in the opening period,
Hamilton College coasted to a 28-14 win over Colby,
Saturday in New York.
Played on a rain-soaked and slippery field not conduciveto offensive explosions, Hamilton, nevertheless, took
advantageof a failing Colby punting game to score three
times from inside the fifty yard fine. The Colby defense,
which played well thoughout, could not, in. the early
going, stop crucial third down plays and Hamilton quickly
made the Colby players feel like they were walking into
an exam ten minutes late.
However, in the words of Coach McGee, "the kids
never quit,"and the game was in doubt before it was decided.
Offensively, although the running attack slipped
badly, two Fank Sears T.D. passes to freshman speedster
Paul Belanger brought Colby to within 7 points in the
second quarter, "Hamilton was stacked against the run"
said a disappointed McGee "so we exploited their men to
man coverage of Belanger because we felt they couldn't
cover him." Indeed this seemed so and the game might
have turned out differently had the talented receiver not
reinjured his shoulder early in the third quarter, departing
with almost half of football left.

Booters Split Pair
by Anne Hussey
Colby gave way to the "University of Maine at Orono
last Wednesday, losing 2-0. UMO's two goals were scored
on weak shots, against a somewhat diminished Colby defense. Colby's defensive mainstay, Larry Hilt (goalie),
suffered a hip injury following a collision in front of the
net. Bob Clark, the usual replacement had been injured in
practice and was unable to play, so Doug Lewing (fu llback) filled in in the clutch.
The Mules earned victory laurels last Saturday,
outhustling Clark University 1-0. Clark offered Colby
relatively weak competition, but Colby offense couldn 't
rally for a more decisive victory. Forw ards pounded
Clark's goal continuously, but could not penetrate defense to place the ball in the case. Colby 's lone goal
was scored by Dick Mutherj and Chip Child's fierce
defensive play contributed to the team's shutou t effort.
Would you like to play on the best women's ice hockey team in the country ? Would you like to travel to Canada? Would you like to learn to play or just to skate competitively? The women's ice hockey team is looking for
players. All are welcomei all you need is the Interest. Con
tact Coach Leary in the P,E. Office soon.

Having lost their deep threat, Colby could not come
up with the big play though they had a fair amount of success with the short passing game; and with Steve Celata
on draw plays. Hamilton kept coming up with the big
defensive play however, and Colby never got any closer
than seven.
The defens e, after a disasterous start, played admirably, holding Hamilton for an inordinate amount of plays
during the games midsection. Joe Kerwin, Dan Salimone,
Bruce Stokes and Joe Polimeno were integral to the squad 's
effectiveness, stopping drive after drive with gutsy individual efforts. Finally Hamilton scored its concluding
touchdown with eight minutes left and patiently awaited
($
the clocks signal to start celebrating its victory.
In talking to Coach McGee, it sounded like the game
was the antithesis of last week's victory in that, this time,
it was the Colby line that got slugged by the opponents.
Hamilton ground out over 300 yards on the ground and
in general, dominated the line of scrimmage. Maybe, it
is home cooking that brings the best out of Colby. Let's
hope so, for Trinity, whom they play here Saturday, is one
tou gh club.

The World Of
Cross- Count ry
by Aaron Lebenger
Last Saturday, the Mules traveled to Amherst for a
m eet Mack Sennett would have loved. The occasion was
the New England Small College Athletic Meet, but strangely
enough, the team results remain a mystery.
Usually, in Cross Country, team points are compiled
by adding together the places of a team's top five runners.
Therefore in an eleven team meet like the NESCAC (Amherst, Bates, Bowdoin, Colby, Hamilton, Middlebury, Trinity, Tufts, Williams, Wesleyan, and Union) the fifth man becomes more important. For example, if one team gets
places one through fou r, but has a fifth runner that can only manage 70th, they will lose to a team who places men
9th, 12th, 17th, 20th , and 21st, the score being 79-80, low
score triumphing.
But hold gentle reader, there is yet another incrustation to this Byzantine system. A large meet can be scored
as several dual meets via a process of extrapolation. Supposing one team finishes in places 16, 21, 33 , 38, 46; the
other team 18, 24, 31, 39, and 44. By converting the score
to a dual meet form , the finishes read 1, 3, 6, 7, 10 and 2,
4, 5, 8, 9; or 27 to 28 totally; which incidentally was the
heartbreaking score for Colby against 3 opponents Saturday. Or was it?
You see pilgrim , there is yet another method of scoring, a rather nefarious one at that. This is the one used in
the NESCAC's in which there is. . .noscore! You sec, this
meet was run to promote good feelings or brotherhood or
Adidas or I don 't know wh at-thc point is that the meet
was held for fun , not competition.
As to the race itself , it was a joke. Part of the sport
of cross country is to test a runner 's toughness or speed.
Hence, qu ality courses arc ones with varying terrain and
topology. Unfortunately, the Amherst course was a loop
that was covered three times. Also, the heavy rains made
the course muddy and many runners lost their shoes in the
slop. To top it all off , the leader got lost early in the race,
and somehow another runner who didn 't enter the meet
came out of the woods claiming that first place was his.
Given these factors, 1 don't have to explain why a lot of
grown men ran around and screamed as the grim situation
got worse. Colby runner John Bees was terse, but eloquent
in describing the show. "It was weird."
For the record , Tim Bernard finished 22nd , Dan Ossoff 28th , Jon Bees 38th , with Phil Hough , Duncan Whitney ,
Neil Moynihan and Wayne Cobleigh rounding out the
running for Colby.

Field Hockey Suff e rs Two Losses
by Carol Sly
There is little good news about the hockey team's
efforts last week. The women travelled to U.M.P.G. on
Wednesday and lost 3 -1 in what should have been a decisive Colby victory. The ball moved much faster on their
hilly field that had only a sparse covering of grass but the
Mules had little problem adjusting to this in the first half.
Play was even in the first half as the Colby women
were able to work the ball down the field consistently.
None of the shots materialized but they felt they were in
control when they came off the field at the half.
Colby was rudely awakened early in the 2nd half
when Portland/Gorham 's aggressive hustling in the circle
pushed the ball into the c age. The Mules were momentarily
fired up by this and took the ball down the field on several
hard plays. The U.M.P.G. goalie cleared one of the resultant shots but Sue Meyers was there to flick it past her into
the left corner of the net. This tied it up.
U.M.P.G. was not about to setde for a tie, however,
and they hustled the ball past Colby-for two more goals.
Their sheer determination once in the circle was impressive;
it was obvious they wanted to win. The Colby sticksters
made several more sporadic attempts at scoring but none
were successful. A certain amount of disbelief and discontent registered on their faces when the referee signalled the
end of the came. It was one that should not have been lost

The JV also played U.M.P.G. Colby 's defense looked
tighter than usual and the offense was able to move the ball
down the field regularly with good passing between Tammy
Cudahay, Diana Batchelder and Emily Lindemann. Unfortunately the Mules lost 1-0. U.M.P.G. scored in the first
half and despite repeated attempts to catch-up, Colby
could not score.
The second game this week was also a disappointment. Colby lost to U.M.P.G. 4-1 at home on Friday. A
cold rain was falling as the girls warmed up and slippery
conditions prevailed throughout the affair.
Colby 's passing seemed to be totally together as they
moved the ball down the fiel d with regularity. However,
the limited efforts on rushing combined with a good
U.M.P.I. goalie produced no goals for Colby in the first
half.
Presque Isle scored twice, both on rather lucky
shots. However, they were rushing more in the circle and
as a result they had more opportunities to score.
In the second half U.M.P.I. managed to slip yet
another goal by the Colby defense before the Mules were
able to score themselves. The sticksters were given a
corner and Nancy Chapin 's drive was blocked by an
U.M.P.I. fullback. The ball popped up between the sticks
and went over the goalies head into the cage. But nothing
more came from all the corners and scoring opportunities
Colby had. U.M.P.I. scored once more on a clean hard
drive that went just outside the goalie's reach.

Women Leggers Run In Quagmire
by Laura Littlefield
On Saturday , October 15, the RELStridors travelled
to Amherst to compete in the Third Annu al NESCAC (New
England Small College Athletic Conference ) Cross-country
meet. Approximately fifty girls from nine New England
schools convened to undertake Amherst's difficult threemile course. The Massachusetts weather - highly reminiscent of ours - had deluged the area with several inches of
rain, which flooded the wooded areas of the course and left
a crisp 40-degree chill in the air. The slick grass on the first
one hundred yards of the course prevented a fast start for
many of the runners and resulted in poor positioning for
the rest of the single-file trek through the woods on the
first loop of the course. Colby's first Strider, Barbra
Cooper, made a strong start and flau n ting the ankle-deep
mud of the narrow wooded pathways, nab bed sixteenth
place in the race. Laura Littlefield took thirty-fourth place

Tennis l earn
Sweep s Two
by Ka t hy Reicher t
The Mules kicked their competition off the courts
last week, in a two-match winning spree that puts their
record at six wins and two losses. The first blow was
leveled at University of Maine at Portland-Gorham, last
Tuesday. Colby players netted only one loss, for a
match score of six to one.
Maureen Flint played first singles, and chalked
up the only defeat for Colby. Sara Crisp was given a
fairly good match while reeling in a 6-2, 6-3 victory.
Martha Oaks added another win to a good season's
record, 6-0, 6-0.
The doubles team came away from the UMPG
match with a clean slate ) Miller-Parker winning
6-2, 6-2 ( Brown-Sneff winning 6-3, 6-1» and HuebschMarsli winning 6-2, 6-1,
The Colby netters shut-out UMP1 7-0. The Mingles

and was followed by Captain Barb Neal, Joma Vend, and
Caroline Weeks, forty-third through forty-fifth places, respectively. Two talented Middlebury women tied for first
place with the excellent time of 17:38.
On "Wednesday , October 12, the Colbyettes, again
plagued by intermittent rain showers, fought the undefeated UMO team, at Orono. The flat , 3.2 mile course was conquered by four strong Mainiacs, who steadily pulled away
from the field of less experienced runners. Laura Littlefield
made the first break into the UMO offense, capturing fifth
place. Teammate Barbra Cooper , overtook the remaining
Bears for sixth position, while the tight Colby defensive of
Barb Neal, Joma Vend , and Caroline Weeks, finished up the
race in the tenth through twelfth place slots.
Colby's exhausted and mud-soaked girls had to bear
the losing end of the final 1744 score. Nevertheless, the
REL Stridors remained undaunted and were pleased with
their respectable showing against such an outstanding opponent.
roster began with Sara Crisp as no. 1, winning in a
love-match; followed by Martha Oaks with a 64, 6-3
score; Sue E ggleston , 6-0, 64; and Gretchen Huebsch
with another love-match.
Flint and Collins, veteran doubles team, beat
UMPI's first doubles 6-1,6-0. Miller and Parker played
evenly-matched competition, pulling out a 6-3* 1-6
victory. Brown and Sneff defeated their opponents
6-2, 6-1.
UMPI's decisive defeat was due to a Colby team
which is playing a consistently high caliber of tennis.
Also, UMPI was forced to make last minute line-up
changes. Mo. 1 and no. 2 singles players were paired-up
t o play first doubles , in a trial run for the New Enjjlands,
coming up this weekend. The scheduled first singles
player was hurt, forcing UMPI t o play one member of
their team twice. UMPI's choice was defeated in the
quick match against Collins and Flint, and then in a .
tough match against Colby 's Sue Eggleston.
Colby will be sending Sara Crisp and Martha Oaks
to the New England Regional Tennis Tournament as
singles players. Also attending will be last year's w inning
doubles teams Co-captain Pat Collins and Maureen Flint.

I Al Danz throwing pulp logs in p reparationfor the WoodsL
men Meet this weekend in Nova Scotia.
.J

Thoug hts On
Bigelow Mountai n
by Val Taliand

The weekend of October 1st saw, perhaps, the last
fair weather of this autumn. On that sunny, fall-colored
Saturday some friends and 1 set out for Bigelow Mountain.
The A.M.C. guide cites the Bigelow Range as "second
to
only the Katahdin region in interest and opportunities
for superb ridgecrest trail travel." From the West Peak, the
outlook over Flagstaff Lake this time of year was like a
giant box of Crayola crayons.
Moreover, the trails up to the twin "horns" and on
across the ridge are equally well suited to 'the less experienced back-packer while offering interesting features to
the more enthusiastic hikers . The only problem about hiking in the fall is that after a rain any slippery rock or mudpatch is well camouflaged by fallen leaves. But the view
made soggy boots worth-while.
During the night, we realized that the back-packing,
season was reaching its close as we were greeted by snow,
an ice storm and, unfortunately, no tent. But that's O.K.,
skiing will be here soon.
Sunday morning was less pleasant. The top of the
mountain was coated in a film of ice which made coming
down slipp ery business. As we reached the base, the
weather had turned to rain which wasn't a catastroph e,
but we had a cold ride home.
We ran down the Firewarden 's Trail whi ch hasn 't
been maintained exceedingly well and , in places, disappears
entirely. On the other hand , the Horns Pond trail and the
Appalachian Trail are in excellent condition and , being a
little less direct, they are longer.
The future of the mountain is somewhat uncertain.
There had been,plans for a ski development. Conservation
groups t ried to persuade t he State t o acquire the region as
a park. In 1976 the state of Maine became owner of 5,000
acres on the mountain as a result of a trade with private
owners. Later, Maine approved a referendum to acquire
40,000 acres on the range.
Living in the unrealistic environment of a college,
where there is always somebody to talk to or be with, it's
easy to forget that everyone needs time to be on his own.
I hadn 't realized how much I had missed being alorfe until
I was out in the middle of a trail with plenty of time and
no books.
This is one of many reasons why the preservation of
places like Bigelow is so important. Everyone would like
an abundance of good skiing locations, bu t an excess of
any thing is bad. Moreover, directly south and in full view
of Bigelow Mountain is Sugarloaf Mountain,

Sailin g Club
Stru ggles On
by Cynme Auman
On Saturday, October 8, the Colby Sailing Club participated in a race on Mascoma Lake near Dartmouth College.
The participating colleges included: UNH , Bowdoin, Maine
Maritime Academy, Dartmouth, New England College, Bates,
UMO, UVM and Colby. The schools were represented by two
2-'man' teams. Colby's teams were Geoff Emanuel and Betsy
Williams in the 'A' Division and Bob Kellogg and Fred Madiera
in the 'B' Division.
The conditions for the race were far from desirable. It
was a cloudy, damp day with extremely variable winds".
Throughout the day, UNH stood out as the only
consistently winning school. All oth er participants, including
Colby, had rather erratic scores. The losing races tended to be
quite frustrating for the Colby racers since they had beaten
these schools before. The major problem was simply being in
the wrong place at the wrong time — a common dilemma in
variable winds.
In one of the races, Geoff Emanuel and Betsy "Williams
caught a lucky wind break and moved ahead to finish in first
place.
The varying winds were a factor all day. Several 90°
shifts occurred in the course of the day-long match of 12
races (6 in each division). After the seventh race, it was
necessary to change the markers due to the severity of the
wind shifts.
Colby completed the day in fifth out of eight places
with UNH in first place, Bowdoin in second, Dartmouth in
third , and Maine Maritime Academy in fourth.
Examining Colby's standing in the Dartmouth race,
there are several factors which must be considered. Colby's

¦
¦
sp o rt s
Ru gby Club
Clobbe rs MMA
by Larr y Bran yan

On Sunday, the Colby rugby team played a superb
game aginst Maine Maritime Academy. Throug h excellen t
teamwork, two trys were scored - one by Ron Debois
and the ot her by Steve Culver. Both trys were hard»"»mi>H and well-deserved. Maine Maritime put up a good

sailing equipment consists of 5 sailboats (3 of which are unusable), a very crude gravel landing, and no storage area for
the boats. B&G has been unable to be of much assistance in
the maintenance of the boats and storage area in the past.
When asked for comment on the condition of the sailing
equipment, the supervisor of B&G said that he was totally
uninformed. Because of these poor conditions, the Sailing
Club has been unable to practice. The racers, therefore, must
enter intercollegiate competition with less experience than
other schools with organized programs. Colby is fortunate to
be supported by talented sailors, such as co-captains Charlie
Hurd and Geoff Emanuel, but other interested sailors need
practice tc be able to enter competition , and teams must
have the opportunity to practice together. Additionally,
competition for Colby is limited to several races in the fall
and a very few in the spring ; the Northern New England
schools race a relatively short season due to the weather.
Presently, club members must pay their own way to and from

fight, but were clearly outclassed. Colby 's team showed
unflagging team spirit and it is this that is one of the
teams finest virtues.
Rwss Fleming played extremely well at wing forward,
in view of the fact that he was playing his first-ever Rugby
match. Scott Packer's throw-ins were consistently accurate, and Steve Bass' defensive kicking prevented many
potential trys from being scored by the oppostion. Every
player has improved and the match against Bowdoin ought
to see even better performances by all Colby 's players.
Two trys <4points each) and one conversion (2
points made a final score of 10-0, a score-that otherwise
would have been impossible withou t a lot of good work
by Ron Debois and Jeff Bernard in particular. The leadership of Steve Culver and Gary DeVoe, too, must be highly
commended , for it is they who gave the team so much of
its spirit.

Steve Riviere (with ball) and Peter Krane outrunning MMA,

phot o by Geoff P< "» "r

meets. The Sailing Club would require financial assistance in
order to travel to more distant competitions. It is unfortunate
that enthusiastic Colby sailors cannot enjoy the challenge and
experience of additional races.
The Sailing Club is confronted by a circular problem : if
the Sailing Club were to become a Sailing Team , there might
be better funding and facilities , but the Club can 't justify requesting team status until it practices more ; in order to be
able to practice at all, it needs better equipmen t and some
funding which is not accessible to a club.
Only through increased interest and support can the
sailing program at Colby fulfill its purposes in offering interested students a chance to race, improve their sailing abilities
or just enjoy sailing on a nearby lake.
The Club is hoping for the support of alumni , which is
how many sch ools have been able to maintain their programs.
Colby 's Sailing Club has the potential for becoming one of the
best sailing, teams in New England.

The Phys. Ed. Dept. has expressed concern over the
fact that hardly anyone has signed up for the skating class
offered Tuesday and Thursday at 1:30.
Mrs. Marjorie Either feels that this is a great opportunity because never has Colby had such an experienced
and qualified teacher to lead the course.
Her name is Lesley Deyulio and she comes adorned
with national medals in figure skating and dance. She has
taught both figure skating and power skating and is willing
to do the same her, both now and possibly in J anuary .
*•
This class begins Oct. 24 so if you are interested , y ou
should contact Mrs. Either immediately.

"I Pla y"
The "I PLAY"' autumn season is rapidl y coming to a
close. The touch football p layoffs are scheduled for Oct.
24th - 28th. LCA-A is still undefeated with a record of
5- 0 - 1 , while ZP, TDP, and DKE have one loss apiece.
However, the league has been cut from 8 to 6 teams, KDR
and LCA-X dropped from the remaining schedule.
The jspc£C_r schedule continued to run smoothly as
DKE picked .up 3 wins. The Rastas and Last Year's Team
are undefeate d, while DKE has one loss. The women 's
clinic is off to an excellent start, due to the hard work of
coaches Randy Papadcllis and Terry O'Brien.
Volleyball had a good week, as teams showed up for
all the games. Pi Lamb and 3rd floor Averill still rem ain
undefeated. Squash had it 's first casualty, as Kim Eiremn n
received a broken nose,
For anyone in t erest ed in par ti cipa t ing, t h ere will b e
1 Cross Country, meet held on October 28th. Cross Country running is continuing on Friday a fternoons.
Everyone who has signed up for a team is u rged to
please show up for t he games, since it causes a lot of inconvenience t o everyone else when gam es mus t be forfei ted or
rescheduled.

Women 's Organ ization Gears Up For Year
An active Women's Organization is developing at
Colby College. The Women 's Group now has two rooms on
third floor Roberts specifically for their own use.
The Women's Organization is committed first of
all to offering enjoyable social activities for Colby women.
Through such activities, they hope to promote the recognition of significant woman's issues affecting the Colby
community. This will be accomplished by frequent, open,
informal discussion gatherings where Colby women can
make new acquaintances and casually socialize. Organized parties, such as a Faculty-Colby women cocktail party,
are on the agenda. Weekly business meetings -from 5:00
-6 :00 pm on Wednesdays throug h October are open to all
students — men included.
The Women's Organization is committed to creating
interest in the increasing pro ductivity and assertivenessof
modern women. Through informative events (films,

poetry readings, speakers) the organization hopes to
arouse at Colby a conscientious female student body,
and to be a stimulating resource for the Colby community. Also, the present members wish to gain of themselves a more comprehensive awareness of what it is to
be a woman in today's world. They are receptive to all
responses and suggestions from the Colby community—
conservative, moderate, or extreme.
The organization holds no definite idealogies, for their
interest originates in a lack, of comprehensive understanding about the changing role of women in society
in general — and yes, even here at Colby College. The
organization 's intentions are to jearn as much as possible
about modern women, through stimulating informative
social and intellectual interaction between Colby women,
interested men, and sympathetic Colby faculty.
Valuable women resources external to Colby are un-

J ohn Cole To Speak
The Colby Environmental Council is pleased to present John Cole, editor of the weekly newspaper Maine
Times, in lecture Wed. Oct. 26. The title of John 's talk is
"Better Killing thru Chemistry " and will be given in Given
Auditorium, Oct. 26, at 7:00p.m. John speaks extensively
thru out the state and he always entertains his listeners. In
his weeldy column in the Maine Times, John entertainingly
exp ounds a wonder of nature that has recently effecte d him
John is not a native Mainer, but he has been here long
enough and worked hard enough to have developed some
roots in Maine. In his post academic years, he made his
living as a fisherman off Long Island, N.Y. After approximately 10 years of fishing and a brief office job , he moved
to Maine to begin his newsp aper career. He began with a
Kennebunk weekly and moved on to a Brunswick daily
newspaper. Ten years ago he was a founder of the Maine
Times which has grown steadily into a prominent weekly

newspaper.
With John Cole's guidance the Maine Times has be_
come an active defender of Maine's environmental quality.
Each week, the latest developments on various environmental issues are reported. Along with these news reports,
strong editorials are also presented defending environmental quality.
Along with environmental issues, Main e Times reports
actively on the various unique aspects of Maine. For example, recent cover stories have included herb growing by the
Shakers, woodstoves, Baxter Park and the Maine coast.
Recently, John Cole announced that he was leaving
the Maine Times for bigger and better horizons. He mentioned that since the Maine Times is now well established ,
he was re ady to leave and take on a new project.
Don't miss his lecture on October 26, brought to you
by the Colby Environmental Council.

Noted Wr iter J oins Staff
by Karen Baums tark
A new face this year in Colby 's English department is
poet Ira Sadoff. Ira was happy to talk abou t his impressions
of Colby and to discuss some of his earlier work at oth er
colleges and in the field of professiona l writing.
He is a native of New York City and a 1966 graduate
Universit y. He did graduate work at the University
_Cornell
of
of Or egon receiving his MFA in creative writing there in 1968.
Before coming to Colby, Ira taught literature and creative
writing at the University of Or egon, Hobar t College, W illiam
Smith College, and most recen tly at Antioch College, in Yel low
Springs , Ohio , where he was writer-in-resi dence and poetry
editor for the Antioch Reivew.
This year at Colby he is teaching an advanc ed poetr y
class and a fiction wri ting class, both of which are set up as
workshops in which student work is examined and criticized.
Ira is very excited abou t creative writin g at Colby, and , in
comparing it to that of Antioch , says t ha t t he quali ty of t he
work is about the same, bu t that Colby students seem more
willing to learn.
In addi tion to the work shop courses , he t eaches t he
Contemporary American Poetry class and a Freshman English composition class. He seemed very excited about the
freshman class, and mentioned that he enjoyed it just
as much as his other classes.
In discussin g his general impression of Colby, he
itemarkeo that lie really liked the students and faculty,
addilg th at the English depar tment has an extremely coopera tive atmosp here and some very nice people. He also
men t ioned tha t he didn 't feel as th ough he was culturall y

deprived in any way at Colby, and that he didn 't miss. life in
the city.
In addition to his work at colleges, Ira has a career
in the field of professional writing. His first collection of
poems, Settling Down, was publsihed in 1973 , and dealt with
the theme of change versus chang elessness. He has a second
collection of poems scheduled to be out in J anuary. This
collection , Palm reading in Win ter , deals wi t h personal
and social history, issues of abandonment , loss th rough time ,
and the changing relationships between men and women.
His poems have also been published in several anthologies such as The A merican Poe try An thology and
The Borestom Mountain Awards : Best Poems of 1974, 1976.
Besides his worFin poetry, h e has also wri tt en seve r al
shor t stories , many of which have been published in magazines and antholog ies. Some of the magazines in which he has
been published are "Th e Paris Review, " "The American Review," "The Transatlantic ," and "The Iowa Review. " Some
of the anthologies are Pri ze S hort St ories of 1976, The O,
Hettry Awards, and On The J obs Stories A bout Work .

He has also won several awards , includin g being selected
a fellow at the Bread Loaf Writers Conference at Middlebury
College.
In addition to his involvement in magazin es through
publica t ion , he co-founded and co-edited a literary magazine
with J ames Greener in 1969 which is called "The Seneca
Review. " The magazine publishes st ories , poems, critical
essays, and pho tgraphs by internationall y known writers and
pho t ograp hers.

limited, but depend on the group 's budget. They are now
reviewing lists of films and women speakers; Kathleen
Fraser and Carol Muskie, both feminist poets , are of particular interest. Nikkin' Giovanni's appearance this week"
by invitation of the English Department and Black Studies
should excite Colby women - Giovanni is an asserted
feminist. However, the group recognizes that the best
resource is the Colby community itself.
Thus, anyone at Colby (women, me-;, or faculty)
who is interested in women-related issues, who wants to
become more aware of a vitally important social progression, should contact the Women's Organization.
The mailing address^is simply Women 's Organization,
Colby College. Messages and suggestions may be left at
the door of the Women's Center on third floor
Roberts (above mailroom). A list of present rhembers
with their addresses will be posted there.
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SYMBOLS OF LOVE
A Keepsake diamond rin g
says it all , reflec ting your love
in its brilliance and beauty.
The Keepsake guarantee
assures a perfect diamond of
fine white color an d precise cut.
There is no finer diamond ring.

Keepsake"
Reglitered Diamond Rings
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How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding

FREES Beautiful 20-page booklet for planning your engagement and
wedding plus color brochure on vi tal diamond facts and latest ring
styles . Special bonus coupon saves you 50% on Keepsake Bride's Book,
your complete wedding record. Send 25« for postage and handling.
Name

Address
, Ci»y

'
„

^
State
.Zip
•
j
I Keepsake Diamond kings , Box 90, Syracuse, New York 13201
!Find your Keepsake dealer under jewelers In the Yellow Pages
jj ir call toll free 000-2434100. In Connecticut 800-882-6500.
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The National Association for Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA) has created a program to provide .an opportunity for foreign students to signify their interest in employment to companies or institutions which offer employ
merit.
See Career Planning Office for more information.

The PACE examination will be given only twice
this year, in January and April. The applications will
be here sometime in October and the first deadline
for filing them is Nov. 30.
Career Planning Office , LI 10
d

Deadline for all Crib Notes is Sunday at 6 p.m.

jon

Seniors, the next deadlines for appl ying to take
these exams are as follows:

pla n

National Teacher's Exam - Oct- 20
Graduate Record Exarn - Nov. 9
Law School Admission Bulletin - Nov. 7
Foreign Service Officer Exam - Oct. 21
' Graduate Management Admissicn Test - Oct. 14
See Career Planning Office, LI 10 for applications .

History and Government majors, there are a few
internships available for Jan Plan working with Senator Muskie's Waterville office and Congressman Emery's
Augusta office.
See the Government Dept. for more info.
Descriptions of off-campus Jan Plan opportunities
are available in Eustis 205. Come in and look them
over if you're interested.
Students from other colleges,can come here in
January only if they find students here to go to
tnrfir schools. Notices will be posted in Eustis 205 telling
..of people who want to exchange Jan Plans.
A jan Plan in Paris is being sponsored by the Department of Modern Foreign Languages. Students should have
at least one year of college French. Language courses will
be taken at L'Alliance Francaise. The courses will be taught
by French language specialists. Courseswill meet 4 hours
daily, 5 days a week, for 4 weeks.
The price of the Jan Plan in Paris has been reduced
due to favorable living arrangements. The price is now
$930. (plus pocket money) including room and board.
Deadline extended to October 25. If interested, please contact Professor Oudin, x258 or L330.

ART SUPPLIES
74 MAIN STREET

A/ Corey
Jf vsk Carter
" •v*ryth Jit fl
in music "

sc h o l a r s h i p s

99 Main St.

The Harry S. Truman Scholarship is for students
who are currently sophrnores and currently planning to
pursue a career in public service. The Scholarship is
effective beginning in the Junior year. A.pplications
should be submitted to Prof essor Meehan, Lovejoy 313,
by Tuesday Nov. 1.

See Career Planning Office
LI 10 for more info.

Featuring Pizza & Asst. Sandwiches
Ice Cold Draught Beer
Open Daily 11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Sun. & Holidays 4 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Free delivery, $12 minimum, after 7.00 p.m., Pizzas and Subs.
41 Temple St. * Waterville

Seglinda requests applications for beer person of the month .
Send nominations to T.D.P. in care of Ed Ciampa-"the
Colby College Dean of Beer."

Students are now being accepted for Jan-Plan no. 52:
English and American Country Dance, 1650-1800. It is
the intention of the instructor, Greg Boardman , to train
musicians and dancers in the published country dance forms
of the period.
Country Dance is a relatively general term given to
social dance of the era that occured in court as well as on
country commons and in taverns and ballrooms of towns
and cities. Its attraction to modern dancers lies in its affinity to contemporary country dancing: old-time music for a
group experience.
Details may be obtained at t he office of Betts Kiralis,
205 Eustis.

F irst Annual Homecoming
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Adja cent to football Stadium

8:30 PM , Friday
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the
Southam pton parish of Berm uda ' , is looking
a for a campus representati ve at Colb y.
For
a further inform ation contact:
Roger L. Hering
g
Soncsta Hotels
2
276 Third St.
g
Camb
rid ge, Ma 02142
|
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40 Main Street

113 Main St. Waterville
-

KENNEDY MEM ORIAL .D WVE
OAKLAN D
Ait?iParts, Paints & Marine Supplies
AVHERE EXPERIENCE COUNTS
/lsfe abou t our free gg SSfe

Appt. Preferred: 873-1344
-

AUTOPARTS, INC.
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Great Cuts for Guys and Gals
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872-2400

All-Campus Bonfire

Dear Soun d Trippers; Good news - Storm Studios is now
operative in its new downtown location - Book your tape
soon - contact Jon or Lee, campus represent at ives for the
B.D.L.

t

372<S622

N O R M 'S P I Z Z A

Accounting Students
If you have a "B" or better average in your accounting
subjects, you are eligible for an academic scholarship
from the National Society of Public Accountants Scholarship Foundation.

Coun try Dance Jan-Plan
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f o lio w s h i ps

interns h ips
There are 60 summer internshi ps offered in
<ig and reporting from the Newspaper Fund ,
icants need to send for their own application
s. As the deadline is Dec. 1, interested students
Id come as soon as possible to the Career Planning
e, LI 10 for information.
Mr. William Seretta , President of the Center for HuEcology Studies in Freeport , Maine, will be in Leonard
ige on Wednesday, October 26, at 3:30 to talk with
:nts interested in field experience in alternative energy,
use, food production , non-growth economics , alternaife styles, shelter design, and the politics of technology

ro n d o n
Two capable woodsmen willing to do any wood cutfrom felling to splittin g. Can provide their own equip: if necessary. Can work most weekends. Please call
Hunt x566 or David Far nsworth x4-73 if interested!
The Career Planning Office will be open during the
i hours from Mon-Thurs. , as well as 8.-30-4:30.
Many graduate schools will be here to interview this
See Career Plannin g Office , LI 10, to sign for a time.
The following graduate schools will be coming to ia:w pros pective students this fall. See Caree r Planning
e, LI 10, to sign up for a time.

Applications for the fourteenth nationwide
compet ition for the 14-19 White House Fellowships awarded
each year are now available.
Established in 1964 by President Lyndon B.
J ohnson, this nonpartisan program is designed to give
outstanding young leaders , one year of firsthand highlevel employment in the Federal Government as well
as a comprehensive educational seminar. In addition
to their job assignments as special assistants to the
Vice President , Cabinet Secretaries, and princi pal members
of the White H ouse staff , the Fellows participate in an
extensive seminar program consisting of off-the-record
sessions with top government and private sector leaders ,
journ alists, scholars , and foreign officials.
The pro gram is open to U.S. citizens. Emp loyees
of the Federal governm ent are not eligible , with the
exception of regular members of the armed services.
There is no occupational restriction. Those who have
been selected have included scholars , engineers , corporate
employees, academic professors and administrators , medical doctors , architects , local public officials, lawyers ,
oceanographers , a policeman , and a symphony conductor
Application materials and additional information
may be obtained by sending a postcard to The Pr esident 's Commission on White House Fellowshi ps,
Washington , B.C. 20415, or by calling (200 653-6263.
Requests for app lications must be postmarked no later
than November 15, 1977. .

ber
24 TJ. of Rochester -MBA
26 Boston U. Law School

Open Houses on Frat Row
Starting at 4:30 Frida y

Students : Can 't make the music series concert?
Then please turn in your ticket to the music
office so that others may attend.

Free Beer - ID's Required

RUST Y W I N T E R S
spor t s

Come in and visit our new raquets proshop

and

872-2280
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Good , friendl y, accredited game.
Intermediate and Advanced FO LKDANCE on Tuesday
evenings at 7:45 in the dance studio , Runnals.
Important Spanish Club meeting TONIGHT , Oct. 20, in
Mary Low lounge. Plans for our radio show have finally
materialized. (Hooray Chris!)
Students interested in stud ying economics abroad
durin g their junior year and in talking to participants in various programs should leave their names
in L207.

jo b s
Professors Ferguson and Hogcndorn will reimbu rse
gas and oil expenses one way, to a person who will trail
a 19' sailboat from St. Louis , MO to East Vassalboro, ME.

lost

and

found

LOST: a gold cross pen on Thursday, September 29
during Harris * English 354 in Lovejoy 100. The initials
"M J F" are engrav ed on the pen. If found , ple ase
contact Mar y J ean at ext. S65.

Still carry full line of all spor ting needs plus hiking boots.
Waterville , Me.

Attention Duplicate Bridge Players!
Colby students can play duplicate brid ge f or half price
($.75) at the Winslow Fire Station on Wednesdays at
7:15 PM.

LOST: Gold class ring, Gloucester Hi gh Scho ol. I nitials
RWG. Call R on-ext. 562.

our new hockey proshop.

The Con cou rs e

FOR SAJLE : One Pr. Ricker "XLS" Ski Boots. Size 9Vt
shoe. Good condition. Price negotiable. If interested,
contact Mike Guilders, ZP , x 556.

Campus Representative Wanted: "Sole Power ," a
Vermont -based sports shoe repair company is seeking a
qua lifi ed and highly motivated representative at Colb y.
Working hou rs are your own and profits are unlimited.
Call Dick Leavftt , 28 Averill Terrace , Waterville , Maine.
Telephone: 872-5341.

First Annua lOktoberfest

mber
1 Boston TJ. MBA and Health
9 Health Consultants
10 Syracuse IT.

rd n do m

Otv lS oo ..

FOUND: One woman 's watch , several weeks ago. Call
x364 or see J ohn Devine or Ed Smith to identi fy and
claim.
LOST : a silver cross on a chain. In either Foss-Woodin an
or Fieldhouse. Call Bob L. x 510
LOST: Gold Omega Wnstwatc h. Initials S.E.M. on
back. BI G reward. Sally Morton. 316 Champ lin , x 549.
FOUND: gold Cross pen with the initials JPM engraved on

side , in Lovejoy 100. If yours contact Maggie at ext. 565.
LOST : Dark brown scarf at Foss. Please Call J an
x326 201 Sturtevant.
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LOST in vicinity of Lovej oy or Library : Gold button to
pocket watch chain-sen timental valu e-substantial rewar d
Call x 510 Charli e Gordy

Last Monday , some one crunche d my
left rear fender and then left the scene. Anyone
having any information concerning this incident (F lat 124 sport conv.) please contact me
at Box 1137.
mammm^mmmmmmmmmmmm
Congratu lations to the New York Yankees
From Col by New Yorke rs. (Over Dave 's dead
body).

Thursday, Octob

The Colby Echo

THE DEAN OF BEER
SUGGESTSALL STUDENTSIMPROVETHEIR
READING. WRITING.
AND PUNTING.
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